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So we falked it over witib .,,27,163 air travelers .... 
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An airline, . as you can well imagine, has its share of postwar planning prob
lems. American Airlines, Inc., moreover, has always made a particular point 
of improving its passenger service, finding out what was needed, what would 
be helpful-and then aiming to do it better than it had ever been done before. 

We'd heard talk, too, of week-end trips to Afghanistan-right after victory 
-plus tales of eighteen-motor planes an~ flying wings and what not. Tall 
talk, of course, but it makes an airline wonder about public expectations in 
air travel. 

What could be more natural, then, 
than that American should look di
rectly to the public to :find out ·what 
the public really wants in postwar air 
transportation? And so we did-with 
the aid of that questionnaire booklet, 
''You and Postwar Air Transporta
tion;" shown at the left. 

By mail, at luncheon and dinner meet
ings, on board Flagships and ·in 
response to requests resulting from 
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national advertising, American Airlines distributed thousands of 
these booklets seeking thoughtful answers to , many questions 
about postwar air transportation . . 

27,163 air travelers answered.* What with 24 · fact-packed pages 
in the booklet and a four-page answer sheet, each air traveler 
must have put ple~ty of time and thought into his or her response. 
Often we received letters, some two and three pages long. We even 
overheard one chap on a Flagshi15-saf, ''Spent all evening on the 
darned thing:-but I gave 'em what they wanted." 

. A grand total of 1,378,434 question answers came in-ample to let 
us know what air travelers want after the war. This booklet sum
marizes the interesting and important replies-forecasts many of 
the . things that you can expect in air travel. Because you'll 
undoubtedly be going places by air a great deal in the future, we 
think you'd like to know what's wanted, and what's coming, in 
air transportation. 

*There were a number of replies from people who were not air travelers. We are not 
including them here, however, since the aim of this booklet is to present the viewpoint 
of people who have experienced air travel. 
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SURPRISE ON SIZE 

8 4 /4 Size makes no diff ere nee 

■ ■ ■ 

J6i! ' 

1 •58% prefer 21-pasmge, 

■ 30% prefer SO-passenger 

- 12% prefer JOO-passenger 

8·4% win leav-e it to the exp.eris 
Considering all the talk about mammoth liners of the sky, you'd think that people 
would favor huge flying behemoths; So we asked whether seating capacity would 
make any difference to these air travelers. And a walloping 84% said, "No." 

Not satisfied with just one query, we asked the 16% to whom it did make a dif
ference, which size they'd prefer. 58%'of the small number to whom size makes a 
difference prefer 21-passenger planes . (people like the things to which. they've · 
grown accustomed)-30% go for 50-passenger-1~% for 100-passenger. 

The important point is the fact that such a large majority of air travelers have no 
, , I 

feelings for or against any special size. Air travelers seem satisfied with the planes 
they get now. But they're perfectly willing to leave size up to the judgment of the 
experts-providing they still get speed' and dependability and comfort. 

I 
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LAND PLANES or FLYING BOATS? 

For many years, th~ only over-water air transportation available to Americans . 
consisted of flying boats. But more recently, particularly during the war years, 
the trend has changed - now most over-water travel is done with land planes, 
with the A_rmy Air Transport Command and the Navy Air Transport Service 
handling most of: it. Therefore, we wondered whether there was any feeling 
one way or another - whether the wartime record had · over(lome prejudices, 
if any, against land-plaries for over-water trips. Would people insist on one type -
or would they leave it up to the experts who run the airlines? 

The answers showed that the majority of . air travelers - 58% - don't care. 
· 34% voted for flying boats, 10% for land planes. The point seems to ,be this again: 
As long as we get 'em there fast - on time - in comfort - the equipment is left 
up to us. And remember - these are experienced air travelers whose opinions 
are being recorded. 

SPEED is still the top_ need 

Speed, more than any other factor, turns travelers to air transportation - speed 
that.sue.s_up..to_ 75.% of the time consumed by the next fastest means of trans
portation. And with their answer to a question about speed, air travelers proved 
that it will always be the big advantage. 

As-we pointed out in our questionnaire, the Elagships of the future will travel 
much faster than their presen~speeds. Suppose, we asked, yon hadyour-choice,.of 
of-an-,,extra;fastplane reaching your destination in six how:s--as-against a slower 
plane requiring eight hours? Would you feel that it was worth a premium to travel 
on the extra-fast flight? "Yes/' replied a healthy 67%. , 

I 

The point, we feel, is.not_ the extra fare but the importance of speed. Other means 
of transportation charge extra _for faster trips. But that wasn't what we were lead
ing up to in phrasing-our question. We were simply trying to get a measure of how 
~portant speed is to the traveler - and the $ is a reliable measurf;. The answer, 
we submit, is impressive because already in air transportation, travelers have the 
fastest available service at .a lower cost, all things considered, than the best in 
surface transportation can offer. 

67% would pay extra fctr extra speed 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

33% would not 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

/ 
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what's wanted ino the way of "EXTRAS" 
Because tomorrow's Flagships will be larger, we'll be able to 
install weight-consuming devices and conveniences that just 
can't go into today's planes. There are many "extras" which 
could be provided; our problem was to find out which types air 
travelers tend to prefer. So we listed a half-dozen typical pos
sibilities and asked the air travelers to number them in order 
of preferen_ce. 

Leading the list came pressurized cabins - with their ability 
to minuriize the effects of changing air pressure when the plane 
is ascending or descending, the familiar phenomenon of ''ele
•Vator ears." You'll find this system on tomorrow's Flagships, 
where it will maiµtain all the comforts of air transportation at_ 
today's altitudes in the much higher flight levels above 
the "weather." 

As if all this weren't enough, the air will be heated or cooled. 
to keep the inside of the cabin at a comfortable living temper
ature,- even though it's anywhere from 50 below to 90 above 
zero outside. 

The next two choices seem to prove that people find air travel 
a grand way to get away from it all. They voted for two di
versions; individual radios, perhaps the silent type enclosed 
in a pillow which would enable you to listen without disturbing 
others - and illuminated trip progress panels, which would 
tell you what city you're over, either by name or by a number 
which you'd check on 'a map. 

Last came the convenience utilities: Ship-to-ground com
munication, to enable you to talk to home or office while 
aloft ..- a library of current books, in addition to the magazines 
now available - and, finally, a ticker news service. 
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HOW GREAT ARE 'SPACE 
/ ' 

As you know, tomorrow's Flagshjps will have a lot more space inside 
than those of today. Question is, how to use it? If we devote even 
more space to each passenger than now, fares would probably have 
to be increased. If we provide the same amount of space as now, 
thus enabling us to get more passengers into larger Flagships, 
fares wouldn't be raised. When asked about seats and space, 80% 
of the air travelers said in effect: ''We'll take seats as they are 

"S th . I now. eems at most air travelers don't want, nor do they expect 

·-----=--u~,-~--- +-l --. -- .. ------··--·--·---· -- =---- -

.R 
prefer seats as now 74% 

prefer berths 
. --- - ---------------- -- ------------ ·----- . --

[!,--__ _ 

"' 
~~ 

26% -- l --.. 

prefer fewer seats, more space, at higher rates would pay more for compartments 

to see, enough individual room for each passenger to practice run
ning broad jumps. They're satisfied with the comfortable amount 
of space now available. There won't be room for tennis courts on 
Flagships of the future - j11;st plenty of room for traveling in ease. 
We also asked about berths vs. private compartments, pointing o:ut 
that naturally the compartments would require a substantial extra 
fare. And 74% spoke up for the berths. By the way, uppers will be 
as comfortable as lowers in tomorrow's Flagship Skysleepers. 

11 



67% 
pref er reserved space but choice of se1ts, as now 

preter specific -'
seat assignments 

RESERVED SPACE PREFERRED to assigned seats 
As you may know, space is reserved on Flagships for each 
passenger - but because all Flagship seats are equally com
fortable, specific seats are not assigned. Air travelers do 
seem satisfied with this arrangement - but we wanted to 
make sure of all postwar details. More than two-thirds said 
they prefen:ed reserved space with a choice of seats as now. 
33% said they preferred spP-cific seat--assignments. But this 
would entail extra costs which would undoubtedly be re
flected in fares. · And so, as long as most air travelers do 
favor simply · reserved space rather than specifi~ seat
assignments, we'll probably continue present practice. 

RESERVATIONS WANTED on commuter flights 
There's been a lot of talk in the airline industry about selling 
tickets without reservations, on short "commuter" sched
ules. With frequent departures - every half hour or so -
perhaps people might be willing simply to go to the airport, 
buy a ticket and catch the first plane. "Nothing doing," said 
71 % of our travelers. 71 % also said they'd be willing to pay 
extra for reserved seats on such commuter flights. On 
short rides of 50 miles or so in other means of transportation 

' ' 
people seem willing to take their chances on finding a seat. 
But when people go places by air, they want to be certain 
of space when needed. 

prefer "open space" on 
short commuter flights 

71% 
want reserved space and would pay extra for it , .. 

12 
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Air travelers lean toward the distaff side 
You may have heard how much air travelers ap
preciate the American Airline.s Stewardess - the 
personable, superbly trained young woman who 
acts as lady-in~waiting to the air traveler. Those 
who do travel by Flagship know how much her 
service contributes to air travel - the way she 
serves meals, answers questions, tucks pillows, 
provides reading_matter,_and so on. 

Proof of the popularity of Stewardesses was shown 
in the answers to a question in which we pointed 

. out that, in the future, some of the large Flagships 
may require more than one attendant. Would you 
prefer Stewardesses only? we as~ed. Because 
Stewardesses do such a grand job, no wonder 74% 
responded with an affirmative. 

On the other hand, it is interesting that a sub
stantial minority - 26-% - did realize that Stew
ards as well as Stewardesses might be necessary 
in the future. The fact is that larger Flagships, par
ticularly Skysleepers, ·will entail heavier work 
that may necessit~te masculine strength. Con
sequently, .Stewards may have to_ step Toto the 
picture along with Stewardesses when bigger 
Flagships begin to take you places. 

74% 
want stewardesses 

, only 

26% 

O. K. stewards and stewardesses 
· if necessary 
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How shall LUGGAGE be Jugged? 
/ ' 

' ; ) 
We've always realized that things could be done to improve luggage handling: For · 
example, it might be well to make. luggage accessible to passengers inside the 
Flagship - an arrangement which might be possible on larger Flagships. Today, 
as you know if you've trl\veled by Flagship, all your baggage except the smallest 
pieces, is checked as you go to the plane and you don't see it again until you land 
at your destination. So we asked whether or not people would prefer to take all 
luggage into the cabin where it would be accessible to them. But the v:ote indicates 
that they'd still rather check it - yvhile 31 % preferred to take it into the pl_ane, 
69% still preferred present method of checking all luggage except smallest pieces. 

We still believe that there's room for improvement. In our opinion the vote, which 
is one of experience; does not indicate an unwillingness to have luggage in the 

I 

cabin so much as it does the desire to be relieved of all handling bother and :r:e-
sponsibilities. For that reason, while the air travelers' answers have helped a great 
deal, we're 'still working on the problem 'of improving baggage-handling. If and 
when facilities .for taking luggage into the plane become available, it won't be at 
the expense of convenience to passengers - our object is to increase conveni~nce. 

/ 
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It's 4 to 1 in favor of food as is 
Meals are served without extra charge' on American 
Airlines Flagships - tasty, well-balanced meals pre
pared by topnotch chefs. However, · since we foresaw-. 
that future Flagships could have more room for 
kitchen facilities, travelers might pref er a choice of 
menus at an extra charge for meals. Nossir, said four 
out-of :trve, we'lrtake those Flagship: meals-just--as-they
are now - they're plenty good. 

H's- 8 ·to- · S agai1tst JHfHf ale-ft 
Some people like a cocktail, some don't. Some people 
don't mind seeing liq_uor served, others do. Back in 
1936 we had asked our passengers how they felt about 
alcoholic beverages served on board Fl'agshlps-anctthey-
voted against it. But, we thought, times and minds may 
have changed - particularly since many people know 
now that foreign airlines- do serve liquor. The vote, 
however, showed that air travelers still don't want 
drinks aloft-,- by 8 to 5. 
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How ABOUT JUNE IN JANUA-RYv1A FLAGSHIP? 

... -- --
20HRS. 

.,. .. .. 
/6 HllS. 

More and more and more people were spending June In January via Flagship 
until the war stopped vacation travel. Looks as though the idea will be-even more 
popular after the war. In response to a question on exchanging winter for summer 
via Flagship, 4 out of 5 said they would like the idea. Women were even more in 
favor - 86% to be exact. 

Just look at the map and see what air transportation can do for the winter va
cationer! For example, lots of people thought nothing of making the 27-hour train 
trip from New York to Miami. BUT •.. via Flagship it takes less than three quarters 

as long to get to even such distant places as Texas, Arizona, Mexico City arid 
Southern California. All oJ these sun-soaked l~ds are served by American - and 
with tomorrow's Flagships, travel times will ~e even shorter. Any point in America 
will be just around the comer! 

80% would exchange winter 

for summer via flagship 

/ 

RE: THE AIRPORT AS A CENTER OF ACTIVITY 

The air age will put a spotlight on airports. As the tempo of the air age steps up, 
as the number of air travelers increases - so will the importance of the airport. It 
will become a center of activity and of business, a stepping off place to pleasure. 

- That's why we asked in 'this survey about facilities at airports. 

And it.ls-nice to know that air travelers feel that present airport facilities are all 
right. We gave th;em this list to check as either OK or Needing Improvements: 

Waiting rooms - Rest rooms - Restaurant - Shops - Parking facilities -
Garaging - Central information bureau - Telephone and Telegraph service -
Porter service :._ Baggage checking. 

The majority of all air travelers felt that all of these were fine as t~ey are now 
- with the e~ception of garaging and . restaurant facilities, which a majority 
thought needed improvements (the war, of course, has retarded their impn~ve
ment). When breaking down the vote of women alone, we found that most of 
them added shops, rest rooms and waiting rooms · to the facilities needing im
provement. Unquestionably these facilities will improve when building is pe_r-
1mitted again and more airport visitors make more shops worthwhile. But by and 
large, air travel~rs like the way ,airports have been run. . 

\ 
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5. FLIGHTS DAILY 

"Let's have. strategically 
As the air age grows, so will the number of airports in America, particularly air
ports for commercial airline stops with which this question is concerned. But • . . 
where to locate them? Shall they just mushroom into being all over the map? 
Or shall they be placed in strategic locations so that each will effectively serve 
an entire region; a plan which in itself will help the growth of the air age? 

It is enc~,uraging that the vast majority, 4 out of 5, of the air travelers voted for 
strategically located regional airports - as against separate local airports. The 
chart illustrates why the .vote was a wise one. The ,A-B-C area is typical of 

I 

A 

B ' 

1ocaied regional airports" say 4 -out of 5 . 
hundreds thr~ughout the country. Now, suppose for a moment that you're a res-
ident of any one of these three cities - a person who likes and needs air trans'." 
portation and intends to use it frequently. 

An airport· could be built in each of the thr:ee cities - or one airport could be 
strategically located so that none of the cities is more that!. 14½ miles away, less 
than a half-hour's drive. Ideally; regional.airports are placed centrally and equally 

·~istartt from all towns served. If three local airpoI"ts were built instead, each might 
. be closer to its own community - but consider the other side of the picture : .. 

. / . . 
\ 
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Three Times as Much 
The one strategically located airport would cost each community approximately 
113 as much - since the cost of one airport would be divided among therp.. But 
each community would receive much more service through the strategic regional 
airport. For example, if on the local airport plan there were three flights a day for 
City A, four for B, five for C - there could be f2 flights a day for the strategically 
located airport, malting much more service available to each of the constituent 
cities. The airport itself could afford to be larger and better equipped in every way. 
In short, as a resident of A, B or C, or any smaller community in the area, you'd get 
better service at lower cost with the strategically located regional airport. 

Look at America from a plane's eye view: The regional airport system would 
mean a more extensive use of larger equipment in trunk-line day and night service 
available to hundreds of comm.uni.ties which individually could not justify such 
service. The number of stops·between major centers would be reduced - some
thing you'd appreciate as a through passenger. A resident of a smaller town would 
g_et more fre@ent service because the number of flights would not depend on the 
amount· of busines~ generated by his town alone. 

Facts and Figures that Prove the ·Point 
Or look at it statistically: A recent study showed that" by- straiegically locating 
fZ6 regional airports:- at:-cities,mt-then--receiving air- ser-viee--nor- on pending. route 
applications - and by strategically locating . airports convenient to 34 cities on 
then-existing routes or pending routes - a grand total of at lea~t 1,136 additional 
cities would receive air service, 491 of which are over 5,000 in population. 

To you, as an air traveler - to America as the world's leader in the ~ir ,ge -
these figures boil down to this simple fact: Strategically located regional airports 
will mean better air service, more frequent air service, at a lower cost. 

\ 
. Because air travelers want to kI1ow about air cargo-

"':--. 

. Ii)\ ' ,\~~'\ 
c..\\\~, ,~\~\,.-

~~ .~ ' '"'" ' ~ ~\\~ 
a~\'S .Is the subJect of air cazgo important to air trav-

~~ elers? Decidedly so, judging by the response to a question 
t.., \ ~ ~ ,in the survey which -asked if they'd like a booklet on air 
tjt.\" cargo.* More than 75% said they would. 

Newest air cargo development is Airfreight - originated 
by American Airlines. Just as the automobile and the 
motor truck helped broaden business horizons, so will 
Airfreight off et challenging new opportunities, new mer-

* A booklet Containing complete information on Airfreight is now available. 
It may be had without cost or obligation by writing to the Airfreight 
Division, American Airlines, Inc., JOO East 42nd Street, New York 17, N_, Y. 
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chandising possibilities. Markets and trading zones can be expanded to a degree 
never before thought possible. For Airfreight provides swift transportation of 
freight by air over vast distances-at rates low enough to make air shipping of 
profitable use in everyday business. 

Airfreight will outmode many established practices, • end many limitations in 
transportation and handling. With perishables, Airfreight brings the consumer and 
grower or maker closer . together-which means extra freshness, longer selling 
seasons. More profitable · methods of pro~essing, packing and handling are pos
sible. For items where timeliness is a factor, Airfreight solves the problem of 
reaching the consumer when demand is at its peak. Many heavy costs involved in 
slow shipping will be reduced or eliminated with Airfreight. Large inventories 
and excessive warehousing will no longer be necessary, for reorders can come in 
as quickly as nee4,ed. Expensive means of protection against spoilage can be 
eliminated, since time in transit is so radically reduced. 

----==-===- ------ --- ... -~ --.-- ........ 

Carried in Airfreighters designed specifically for it, Airfreight offers first-morning 
delivery over distances of 450 to approximately 1500 miles and second-morning 
delivery beyond. Rates are set according to four classifications dependiqg on such 
factors as value, volume, density, perishability. Delivery and pick-up ar~ included, 
(deductions are allowed where services are not required) and are available in 43 
American Airlines cities. By using coordinated trucking service, shippers every- , 
where will be able to take advantage of Airfreight speed. 

For the present, the restricted amount of aircraft available and the use of most of 
airfreight capacity for war needs, limit the number of shippers who can be served. 
Airfr~ight will not take wartime space nor equipment. But this wartime activity will 
proviq.e the basis on which postwar shipping will be built. It's not too early for 
shippers to discuss postwar .problems with the Airfreight Account Engineering' 
Sta.ff - since it may take time. to engineer_ a product for Airfreight. 

And This Is Air Express ... 
It's a division of Railway Express Agency, Inc., representing American and other 
airlines of the United States. Direct service is provided to 375 U.S. cities with 
airline stops - to Canada and Mexico via American Airlines' International Air 
Express. Also in conjunct~on with International Air Express, service is available 
to scores of points in Alaska, Central and South America and the West Indies. 
Same day delivery in many cases - 2500 miles, overnight - just a few days to 
distant foreigh points. Because Air Express is a division of Railway Expres~ 
Agency, rail-plus-air servic.e is available between 23,000 domestic points . 

. ?,t[' WANTED: ALL FIRST CLASS MAIL BY AIR* . . t,A 
The tempo of our existence is bQund to step up to that of the airplane .....: just as 
living cllanged from the horse-and-buggy e·ra to the automobile age. Let's be sure 
that we enjoy all the advantages of the air-age : with a new tool"of service in ~ir 
transport, let's use it as, wide\y as possible. 80% of the air travelers in the .survey 
agree . - they want first-class mail posthaste by air;'* whenever it would speed 
delivery. 
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AMERICAN AIRLINES '1& 
SYSTEM MAP 

Showing the routes operoted ond cities served by the Company, pro

posed new routes and route extensions, additional cities on present 

routes, and the direction of the most important air connections. 
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BRITISH ISLES 1 I 
CONTINENTAL EUROPE 2 2 

, 

OTHER AMERICAS 3 3 
RUSSIA 4 4 
SCANDINAVIA 5 4 
ASIA MINOR & AFRICA 6 5 
ORIENT 6 6 
AUSTRALIA-PACIFIC IS. 6 7 
BALKANS 1 8 

WHERE TO OVERSEAS, AMERICA? . 
The world will be at your doorstep after the war. Most business and resort centers 
'will be but 24 hours away. And you'll be able to go by air at a cost that wili compare 
more than favorably with first-class steamship rates. After mentioning this in 
our meeting-by-mail, we asked which countries the air travelers would like to 
visit after the war, either on business or pleasure. We listed no places-the repliers 
were just _asked to list their choices. The answers are remarkably parallel for 
business and pleasure travel. And between these centers airline routes are direct 

. ' 
- there are no barriers in the air as there · are on the surface of the earth. 

Note the proposed overseas route of American Airlines: Direct to the British Isles 
and France. Not only do t!ie British Isles lead in interest, they are also the gateway 
to Continental Europe, to Scandinavia, Italy and Russia, which also are near the 
top of the list. Note, too, the already well-established American Airlines routes to 
Canada and Mexico, and the others to the many gateways which lead to Centrai 
and South America. 

r I 

Announced Overseas Fares* and Schedules**for 
American Airlines' Proposed Transatlantic Route 

NEW YORK to EIRE $205.00 10 hrs., 
NEW YORK to LONDON $235.00 11 hrs., 
NEW YORK to PARIS $250.00 13 hrs., 
CHICAGO to LONDON 

' 
$271.55 14 hrs., 

CHICAGO to PARIS $286.55 16 hrs., 
DETROIT to LONDON $259.05 14 hrs., 
DETROIT to PARIS $274.05 15 hrs., 
BOSTON to LONDON $224.05 10 hrs., 
BOSTON to PARIS $239.05 12 hrs., 
FT . . WORTH-DALLAS to LONDON $315.60 17 hrs., 
FT. WORTH-DALLAS to PARIS $330.60 19 hrs., --LOS ANGELES to LONDON $373.85 2r hrs., 
LOS ANGELES to PARIS $388.85 23 hrs., 

10 min. 
56 min. 
26 min. 
46 min. 
25 min. 
23 min. 
49 min. 
44 min. 
19 min. 
26 min. 
01 min. 
41 min. 
16 min. 

* For round trip;, figure ~a discount of IO%. For Sleeping ·accommodations, add only $ZS. Following approval of American's 
appl1calt0Tl , fares would be. effective upon inauguration of service with DC-4 Flagships. · 

** Schedules include all stops. Times shown here are based on DC-6 Flagships. ,.,-

COMING UP ••• -
Low COST, HIGH SPEED FOR AIR TRAVEL OVERSEAS . 

There it is. The actual outline of the North Atlantic route for which American 
Airlines has applied - a route which would provide integrated servic~ between 
major points on the European continent and the communities served by American 

_ in North America. 

Just imagine going from New York to London in the time between breakfast 
and dinne; -at a cost even lower than pre-war minimum first ot cabin class 
steamship fares of $282J Right now it costs $525.00 to travel by plane from New 
York to Eire - via AA you'll do it for $205. 

I • 

And you'll be traveling in those new Flagships, described on pages 16 and 171 
-

th,e massive, four-engined DC-4's and -DC-6's. 
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~f;,,_~~ \\' It's a Question of Business or Pleasure 

t After the war, American Airlines will have a greatly e,q>anded service in 
terms of the number of flights during the day and evening from each city. 
To show you how important this is, consider how greatly travel preferences 
differ between those who are out for pleasure and those on business. Almost 
two-thirds of pleasure travelers prefer to take even long trips by day - and 
who can blame them when they've a wonderful opportunity for ''flight
seeing," with America slipping by below as they ride along in their Flagship? 
But almost two-thirds of business travelers insist on taking even short trips 
by night - they want . to travel after hours, save daytime for business. 

18 

SPEAKING OF TIME, an interesting rnction was shown to a question o'n the 
U.-hour time used by th~ Army and Navy: 6~ of the air travelers were in Javor 
of the airlines adopting it. There are no A.M. cmd P .M. hours with Z4-hour time; 
timetables would be easier to read. The hours we know as I A.M. to 12 Noon, 
are designated as 0100, 0200 and so on up to 1200. For 1 P.M. tomidnightjust 
add 12 to each number. Thus, "your flight leaves at 1725" means it .leaves 
at 5:25 P. M. 

/ 

We asked whether the air traveler would patronize a foreign
operated airline or one flying the American Flag. The answer 
was ahnost completely 100% red, white and blue. And that's 
not only as we and you would expect - that's exactly as it 

· should be. America must maintain its might in the air, must be- • 
come a nation of airfarers, both at home and abroad. The ful!est 

· development would not be possible on a monopply basis - i.e., 
using one airline as a chosen in~trument of the government. For 
example, a p~ominent English airman said in ''Flight" magazine : 
''Before the war the existence of a single . 'chosen instrument' 
(in airlines) restricted the technical development of the larger 
... British Transport. Lacking in competition and independent 
private enterprise in airline operation ... (this system) does not 

' / J ' 

lend itself freely to the widespread dissemination of knowledge." 
Just as it has taken free spirit and dash and competition on the 
part oi many airlines to ·build up America's magnificent domestic , 
system - so will it take the same things from: many U. S. 
airlines on the international scene. 
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TOMORROW 
'\_.. 

IS ON ORDER : .. Future Flagships Will Reflect Survey Answers 

Delivery of 55 huge four-motored Flagships to American Airlines will begin as soon as 
war-needs permit. First to come-Douglas DC-4's, military· counterparts of which have 
been flown for millions of miles over land and sea by American Airline crews for the Army 
Air Transport Command. Never before have transport planes made such amazing records 
for fast, dependable, efficient performance. 

Still larger, faster 56-passenger DC-6 Flagships are part of' the same order. These 8,400 
horsepower luxury airliners are the fastest transport planes with transcontinental and trans
atlantic non-stop range. But forget such statistics for a moment ... 

What counts is the fact that,.these huge ships of the air 'Yill accurately reflect air travelers' 

preferences as brought out in this survey. Speed? The _coast-to-coast trip will be made 
in about 8½ hours, New York to Chicago less than 2¾ hours. 

Comfort? Even greater than at present, with still more spacious cabins - pressurized, of 
course. Appo'intments will be luxurious - seats will be cushioned clouds - service to 
the American standard. Rounding out American's postwar fleet, the familiar DC-3's will b~ 
ideal for shorter ''commuter" trips. 

American will continue to be America's leading airline. We've established this position 
only by giving air travelers even more than they expect. And we 'know that we can continue 
leadership only by deserving it. 
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